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result when query highly matches channel ie BBC -- but this wont

be release until v24 October 31 at best.

But they have requested we set up call with their enghieers and

few folks from our product team so they can tind out anything else they can

be doing to better the search experience so their video results show up at

the top when say someone types madonna like prayer

Sure thing we should include Davd Stoutamire who is the Tech Lead in

Mountain View on search quality. My only hesitation is that they have

strict policies against discussing ranking even at highJevel with

anyone at Google much less outside of Google so Im not sure how useful the

discussion will be.

David might still be on vacation but Ill start thiead and CC you to

setup time for this call.

Best

Rami

On 8/9/07 Shashi Seth shashi.sgoogle.com wrote

Just so can explain my thinking here we should never be in the

business of changing our search algorithms to favor content based on who the

owner s. In search the same requests come to us from NY Times and Wall

Street Journal who claim that their content should always be placed higher

than anybody else.

The onebox achieves this by keeping the search results the same

because our algorithm picked it based on rakinglrelevance etc. yet lets

the user know that the onebox simply points out where the original content

lives.

Shashi

On 8/9/07 Shashi Seth shashis@google.com wrote

will let Rami reply to this but in my opinion the only way we can

do this through onebox which shows original content first when an

exact or very high confidence match happens. thnk this is on Ramis

roadmap but not sure when

Shashi

On 8/9/07 Ali aliza@youtube.com wrote

Hey Rami. Shashi

Warner Music has been asking for some time now for further

clarity arcund our IT search results As you can imagine they are bit

fnistrated with copyrighted versions of their videos showing up first in

search results. know this is not an easy fix and part of much larger

effort we continue to work on But they have requested we set up call

with then engineers and few folks from our product team so they can find

out anything else they can be doing to better the search experience so their

video results show up at the top when say someone types in madonna like
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prayer

httpJ/wwwyoutube. com/resultssearcftqueryrradonnai-Hkei-ai-prayersearchSearch

or the white stripes11

http//wwwyoutube. com/resultssearch_querythewhitestripessearchirSearch

they seem to come up second or further down the chain almost

every time In these cases their videos should be showing up first Are

you the correct person to involve They understand we will not be giving

them clegr solution on this call but want to better understand our

ptoduct and vision. Let me know who else should include. Hoping to set

the up for Monday or Wed of next week.

Thanks

Ali

11

Shashi Seth

What Primetime There is no more Primetimel YouTube users decide

when it is primetime and that will change the dynamics of TV and Video

advertising.

Shashi Seth
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Rami Bitar

ouTubeGoogle

rami@googlacom

Chris Maxcy

VouTube com
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